VBS
Bringing new
intelligence and
efficiency to port
logistic planning

The 1-Stop solution for your operations

www.1-stop.com/vbs

1-Stop VBS –
the single most
powerful tool for
any terminal

Innovative solutions for
the global freight and
logistics community.

1-Stop Connections works closely with
port communities throughout the world to
develop innovative products that continue
to build productivity, ease port congestion
and make life easier. From shipping
and ports to road and rail, our suite of
integrated products and tailor-made
solutions has been developed to maximise
operating efficiency and savings throughout
the supply chain.
1-Stop VBS – more than just a
booking system

1-Stop VBS

1-Stop Vehicle Booking System (VBS)
is our flagship product, developed in
collaboration with industry to meet the
universal challenge faced in ports the
world over: congestion.
The 1-Stop solution addresses the shared
issues of flow of information and bookings,
inefficient practices and under-utilisation
of equipment and human resources.
Streamlining operations, 1-Stop VBS
delivers productivity gains and optimised
efficiency for shipping lines, terminal
operators and freight carriers alike.
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Connecting your community to productivity

VBS Overview
A complete terminal capacity
management system
1-Stop VBS provides the capability to
optimise port operations. Our user-friendly
digital interface – for desktop and mobile
devices – is the ‘mediator’ of all messaging
and information that’s vital to port and
freight operations. It provides real-time
visibility and transparency not just of
available bookings, but essential end-toend supply chain information. Whether
that’s up to the minute booking information
for pick-ups and drop-offs, notifications
from shipping lines, or real time alerts about
road congestion or redirections, VBS puts
accurate data in the hands of the entire
port community.
Minimising manual data entry and virtually
eliminating time-consuming and error-prone
paperwork, VBS harnesses technology to
streamline operations from ship to gate.
Equipment, fleet and human resources
can be accurately matched to demand,
1-Stop VBS

Our flexible solution is designed to deliver benefits throughout the port and freight
supply chain.

spreading incoming vehicles and container
movements over full 24 hour periods.
When quayside is busy, for example,
landside resources can be adjusted to
support best use of equipment. Equally,
when quayside activity is lower, landside
operations can be ramped up to support
clearing for the next vessel arrival.
Enhanced planning capability means
savings in both time and costs. Lower and
predictable truck turnaround times and the
ability for carriers to match 20s and 40s
containers with trucks, ensures optimum
truck fill and usage. With a real-time view
of booked slots, unknown trips can be
avoided and fewer trucks required to meet
demand. In Thailand, a carrier new to using
VBS was able to achieve six trips per day
per truck where previously they averaged
one. Through significant reductions
in unnecessary container and truck
movements, VBS can ease port congestion
and keep all port and freight operations
moving.
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1-Stop VBS

Increase terminal
capacity

Real-time, user-friendly
interface

Reduce queue times
and congestion

Manage and view
bookings and status

Enhance resource
allocation and use

Streamline operations
to save costs

Manage, plan and optimise
container movements

Build stronger stakeholder
relationships

Minimise extra truck
and freight movements

Configure to port or
carrier-specific needs
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Quicker, leaner, smarter.
Your competitive
advantage.
Like all 1-Stop solutions, our VBS has
been developed for easy implementation
and usability. It is designed to seamlessly
integrate with existing technology and
systems including other 1-Stop tools.
VBS continues to evolve through valued
input and collaboration from stakeholders
throughout the ports community.

Providing terminal and freight operators
with an accurate view of operations,
business planning can be greatly
enhanced. With better financial analysis
and forecasting, users can adapt business
models to cut costs and be better
positioned to respond to both challenges
and opportunities for growth.

Flexibility for terminal
operators

New efficiency for road carriers
and freight forwarders

VBS allows terminal operators to match
terminal resources with landside demand.
Terminals can configure timeslots, workday
calendars and business rules, and create
and maintain customer details. With this
ability to better identify customer needs,
the impact of peaks and troughs in demand
can be managed more effectively.

Booking and manifesting is made easy
with the VBS. Users simply log on to Set,
Book and Close bookings with the terminal.
Drivers can more easily manage their
drop-offs and pick-ups with reduced queue
times and accurate matching of containers
to trucks. Maximising truck fill and usage
while minimising extra truck and container
movements means fleet resources can be
managed more effectively.

In Melbourne, analysis revealed that just
four carriers were responsible for 37% of
all freight movements (with 22 accounting
for 83%). VBS has a number of modules
that can help configure operations to port
or carrier-specific needs. For example, bulk
stack runs or empty container movements
can be prioritised for preferred customers
with no need for individual container
bookings.

For additional security and control, trucks
and drivers can be assigned to specific
bookings. The real-time bookings interface
also gives carriers the flexibility to manage
and move containers and slots to better
plan for and meet customer requirements.

Better business is in your hands
VBS is rich with features and functionality
to enhance operations:

Message Board notifications
keep you a step ahead
Stay on top of any events that could
impact your cargo. Port community and
terminal operators will send alerts to users
via the VBS, email or direct to mobiles
about vessel delays, road congestion or
empty park redirections.

1-Stop VBS
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1-Stop VBS

–– Configure and manage timeslots
–– Share and manage work calendars
–– Integrated booking and manifesting
–– 200+ configurable business rules
–– User defined billing
–– Real-time messaging
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Transforming
port productivity
since 2005

Since its launch in 2005, 1-Stop VBS has become the preferred Terminal to Landside
interface for leading terminal and freight operators in Australian, New Zealand and South
East Asian ports.

VBS at a glance

In response to emerging technologies and the changing needs of our users, our solution
continues to evolve and deliver new gains in performance and productivity.

–– Over 160 million messages processed annually to connect the
port community

Just some of the measured performance improvements in productivity and efficiency
outlined below speak for themselves:

–– 100% usage across 17 terminals in Australia, New Zealand and
South East Asia

47%
Average truck
turnaround time
in Sydney has
gone from 91
mins to 15 mins

1-Stop VBS

47% Increase
in utilisation –
in Manila

50%
Up to 5x
increase in
truck utilisation

–– In Manila, up to 5x increase in truck utilisation and 30% reduction
in dwell times

50% reduction
in dwell times
in Manila
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–– In DP World – Melbourne, up to 4000 fewer yard shifts per year
as the VBS was used in a smarter and more efficient way

1-Stop VBS
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Testimonials
Don't take our word for it... here's what
our users say
[The reduction in turn-around time] is a lot higher
than we expected at this early stage of the system in
progress. It is an excellent response from the industry
and compares extremely well with overseas practice.
YVONNE THEU E R K AU F

Logistics Manager, Axis Intermodal

The VBS [also helps] with recourse allocation,
addressing the unpredictable peaks and troughs of
truck arrivals caused by the mismatch between 24/7
port operations and the business hours of the freight
community.
JENS MAD SEN

Former Ports of Auckland, Managing Director, 2007

By matching terminal resources to landside demand,
the 1-Stop VBS effectively maximises supply chain
efficiency resulting in productivity gains to both
container terminals and the container industry.
G R E G WI NSTANL EY

DP World National Landside Manager, DP World Australia

Before VBS, we had no planning tool. Trucks would just
turn up whenever and the containers were just placed
whenever. Now with VBS we can plan where to stack
the containers, when they’ll be collected and by whom.
JANI TA BARTO N

VBS Co-ordinator, Ports of Auckland, NZ

1-Stop VBS

1-Stop VBS –
the single most
powerful tool for
any terminal

The 1-Stop solution for your operations

We’d be pleased to show you how 1-Stop VBS can benefit your terminal.
To arrange a meeting or discuss pricing, contact our sales team today:
Find out more at www.1-stop.com
sales@1-stop.com

1300 881 055 (Australia)
+61 2 9588 8900 (International)

